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Abstract
The aim of this study is to define an automated and reproducible framework for cochlear anatomical analysis
from high-resolution segmented images and to provide a comprehensive and objective shape variability study
suitable for cochlear implant design and surgery planning. For the scala tympani (ST), the scala vestibuli
(SV) and the whole cochlea, the variability of the arc lengths and the radial and longitudinal components
of the lateral, central and modiolar paths are studied. The robustness of the automated cochlear coordinate
system estimation is validated with synthetic and real data. Cochlear cross-sections are statistically analyzed
using area, height and width measurements. The cross-section tilt angle is objectively measured and this
data documents a significant feature for occurrence of surgical trauma.
Keywords: cochlear implant, human cochlea, anatomy, shape variability, modiolar axis

1. Introduction
The human cochlea is a spiral-shaped structure located in the inner ear. Essential organ of audition,
its largest diameter is about 8.5 mm at the basal turn
and its height about 7 mm (Dimopoulos and Muren,
1990). Cochlear structures include three scalae (or
ducts) with complex morphology and showing interindividual variability in size and shape.
Cochlear implant surgery is an effective treatment
for severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss. The
classical implantation procedure involves drilling a
path through the mastoid in order to reach the tympanic cavity allowing the surgeon to open the scala
tympani (one of the three cochlear ducts) and insert
an electrode array. The functional outcomes for these
subjects are linked to the potential insertion traumas
(Aschendorff et al., 2007; Finley et al., 2008). The

insertion can lead to lesions of the modiolus, osseous
spiral lamina or basilar membrane, resulting in degeneration of the ciliated (Adunka et al., 2004) and
spiral ganglion cells (Leake et al., 1999). Because the
viability of these cells is correlated with neuronal survival (Nadol, 1997) and speech expression (Xu et al.,
2012; Fayad and Linthicum, 2006), it is crucial to
avoid destroying them during surgery and to minimize injury to the previously cited anatomic structures with so-called atraumatic surgery techniques
(James et al., 2005).
An improved knowledge of the cochlea shape variability is not only essential for diagnosis of shape
abnormality, atraumatic surgery planning and postoperative insertion assessment but it also provides
a better anatomical understanding for the clinicians
and can suggest electrode array design improvements
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for cochlear implant manufacturers.

et al., 2011). Cochlear fluids are commonly removed
(Postnov et al., 2006; Poznyakovskiy et al., 2011; Avci
et al., 2014; Ceresa et al., 2014) but this operation requires to drill through the round and oval windows
and to replace the perilymph with air by suction. The
influence of this method on the geometry of the membranous structures is unknown (Rau et al., 2013) and
µCT scanning with fluid removal cannot be considered as nondestructive.
Previous analyses include measurements of the
length of the cochlea and the number of cochlear
turns (Hardy, 1938; Kawano et al., 1996; Skinner
et al., 2002; Escudé et al., 2006; Stakhovskaya et al.,
2007; Erixon et al., 2009; Gunz et al., 2012; Shin
et al., 2013; van der Marel et al., 2014), measurements
of the heights, widths and sectional areas of the scala
tympani (Zrunek et al., 1980; Zrunek and Lischka,
1981; Hatsushika et al., 1990; Gulya and Steenerson,
1996; Wysocki, 1999; Thorne et al., 1999; Biedron
et al., 2010; Avci et al., 2014), the scala vestibuli
(Zrunek and Lischka, 1981; Gulya and Steenerson,
1996; Wysocki, 1999; Thorne et al., 1999; Biedron
et al., 2010) and the cochlea (Erixon et al., 2009; Shin
et al., 2013), measurements of the radial component
of the cochlear centerlines (also called cochlear curvature) (Cohen et al., 1996; Baker, 2008; van der Marel
et al., 2014), and studies of the longitudinal component of the centerlines of the scala tympani (Avci
et al., 2014) and the cochlea itself (Verbist et al.,
2009).

Various methods have been used for the analysis of
human cochlear anatomical structures. Methods using several type of plastic casts have been widely
employed to evaluate the dimensions of cochlear
anatomy (Zrunek et al., 1980; Zrunek and Lischka, 1981; Dimopoulos and Muren, 1990; Hatsushika
et al., 1990; Wysocki, 1999; Erixon et al., 2009; RaskAndersen et al., 2011), but they do not allow accurate
preservation of the geometric relationships of fragile
cochlear structures and artifact-free measurements.
Microdissections enable measurements of basic external dimensions of the cochlea like the width of the
cochlear base (Wright and Roland, 2005), but as plastic casts, it cannot provide detailed three-dimensional
reconstruction.
Histological sections offer the best image resolutions for the examination of fine cochlear structure
(Hardy, 1938; Gulya and Steenerson, 1996; Biedron
et al., 2010; Makary et al., 2010). However just as
plastic casts and microdissection it is a destructive
method. Indeed, the method needs several chemical steps such as dehydration, decalcification, fixation
and staining, which may induce some tissue distortion and shrinkage (Buytaert et al., 2011; Rau et al.,
2013).
Medical imaging techniques provide nondestructive methods. CT and MRI are common preoperative procedures. For the purpose of cochlear
anatomy analysis, CT provides more information and
even though MRI could be a complementary imaging
modality (Thorne et al., 1999; Gibson et al., 2012),
most of the studies published to date have focused on
CT (Skinner et al., 2002; Escudé et al., 2006; Baker,
2008; van der Marel et al., 2014). However, conventional CT scan gives rather poor image resolution
with respect to the cochlear dimensions.
As important cochlear anatomical structures such
as the basilar membrane are not visible in CT imaging, analyses of the cochlea are commonly performed using µCT images (Verbist et al., 2009;
Poznyakovskiy et al., 2011; Gunz et al., 2012; Shin
et al., 2013; Avci et al., 2014; Ceresa et al., 2014). In
order to improve contrast, temporal bone samples can
be fixed and stained before imaging (Poznyakovskiy

In this article, the variability of the human cochlea
was studied from nine µCT scans with a nondestructive preparation technique. The anatomical study
provides a comprehensive set of measurements on the
basis of new methods, which avoid inter-expert variability of manual measurements and can cope with
the presence of noise and outliers. The central path
analysis includes not only measurements of the scala
tympani but also of the scala vestibuli and the whole
cochlea, including lateral and modiolar paths. The
centerlines were extracted with an image processing
pipeline and expressed in an non-ambiguous cylindrical “cochlear” coordinate system, estimated with an
original robust method. From the centerlines, crosssections of the tympanic and vestibular ducts were
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Reda et al., 2013, 2014a,b; Franz et al., 2014). Image segmentation is not the main focus of this study
but a prerequisite for the shape analysis of delineated
structures.
The µCT images were cropped around the inner
ear region. In order to improve the quality of the
images before segmentation an anisotropic diffusion
filter (Perona and Malik, 1990) was applied (Fig. 1a),
which denoise the image while preserving edge con1 mm
1 mm
trast. Histogram equalization was then performed
to enhance the contrast of the images. Each image
(a)
(b)
was segmented using the interactive semi automated
Figure 1: (a) µCT image acquired on patient #4. An an- tool GeoS (Criminisi et al., 2008) by a head and neck
isotropic diffusion filter was applied to reduce image noise. imaging expert (Fig. 1b). The image resolution is
(b) Segmentations of the scala tympani (blue) and the scala
vestibuli (yellow). The round window is not present in this high enough to identify the basilar membrane but
insufficient to identify the Reissner’s membrane and
slice.
distinguish the scala media (or cochlear duct) from
acquired in a new non-ambiguous moving frame. The
heights, widths, areas and their respective variability
across the nine samples, were estimated along the
centerline. The cross-section tilt angle was for the
first time quantified.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Nondestructive preparation of human cochleae
Nine healthy human temporal bones (5 right and
4 left sides) were obtained from cadavers harvested
within 24 hours after death. An otologic surgeon
harvested the entire temporal bone keeping intact
the mastoid, the tympanic cavity and cochlear fluids
in order to prevent any damage of the membranous
structures. Using an in vivo high-resolution µCT
scanner (GE eXplore speCZT system), µCT images
with isotropic voxel size of 24.79 µm were acquired.
Unlike previous studies no destructive preparation
techniques, such as cochlear fluids removal, were performed. The contrast level was, however, sufficient
to perform manual segmentation (Fig. 1 and 2).
2.2. Interactive segmentation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Automatic segmentation of the cochlear structures Figure 2: CT images of the nine segmented cochleae. Manually
has been widely studied over the last decade (Xianfen segmented tympanic (blue) and vestibular (yellow) ducts are
et al., 2005; Schuman et al., 2010; Noble et al., 2011; presented in the yz-plane (see Fig. 5).
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segmentations

Extreme points
detection

It can be defined independently from a modalitycentered anatomical coordinate system. The modiolus is a cone-shape bony structure around which the
first two turns of the cochlea are wrapped. The zaxis is chosen as the modiolar-axis. As Verbist et al.
(2010) point out, there exist two main alternatives
for the origin: the helicotrema (at the apex) with
the z-axis oriented from the apex to the base of the
modiolus, or the base with the reversed orientation.
To remove any ambiguity, we call the former option
“apical cochlear coordinate system” (ACCS) (Verbist
et al., 2010) and the latter “basal cochlear coordinate
system” (BCCS) (see Fig. 5). In both coordinate systems, the xz-plane passes through the center of the
round window, x values being positive at the level of
the round window. The y-axis is set in order to have
(x̂, ŷ, ẑ) being an orthonormal basis. In this study we
chose the BCCS. A flowchart of the methods used for
anatomical analysis of the cochlea is given on Fig. 6.
One of the major difficulties is to define the modiolar axis. Most of previous studies define this
axis by manually adjusted multiplanar reconstruc-

inputs

Initialization

Active
contours

outputs

Cross-sections
centroids

ST, SV, C
centerlines

Figure 3: Flowchart of the automated centerline extraction.
(Abbreviations: ST, scala tympani; SV, scala vestibuli; RW,
round window; C, cochlea).

the scala vestibuli. The first segmented area corresponds to the round window, the second to the scala
tympani and the third to the scala vestibuli, the scala
media and the semi-circular canals taken together.
Here we focused on the anatomy of the cochlea, discarding the vestibule. Henceforth, unless otherwise
specified, the label “scala vestibuli” refers to both
vestibular and cochlear ducts (as frequently in other
studies (Gulya and Steenerson, 1996; Wysocki, 1999;
Yoo et al., 2000a; Postnov et al., 2006; Meshik et al.,
2010; Noble et al., 2011; Braun et al., 2012)). Fig. 2
presents the nine segmented µCT images.
2.3. Automated centerline extraction
The challenge of cochlear centerline extraction has
already been dealt with (Baker and Barnes, 2004;
Verbist et al., 2009; Poznyakovskiy et al., 2011; Gunz
et al., 2012). A flowchart of the method applied in
this study and the results are respectively given on
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. We performed a standard active
contours approach (Kass et al., 1988) driven by the
signed distance function which determines the distance of a given point from the shape boundary of the
segmented anatomical structure. The method is followed by an adjustment using cross-section centroids
to ensure that the centerline is properly centered. For
the full explanation of the series of algorithm used for
automated centerline extraction the reader is referred
to the Appendix A in the supplementary materials.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

2.4. Robust modiolar axis estimation
(g)
(h)
(i)
The cochlear coordinate system (x, y, z) by Verbist et al. (2010) provide a standard and unambigu- Figure 4: Nine ST centerlines overlaid over their corresponding
ous framework for anatomic studies of the cochlea. three-dimensional segmented cochleae.
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Figure 6: Flowchart of the shape parametrization. The centerline is derived in its radial r(θ) and longitudinal z(θ) components in a cylindrical coordinate system called BCCS. The
cross-sections are expressed in a cochlear moving frame allowing for measurements of their heights h(θ), widths w(θ) and
tilt angles α(θ). (Abbreviations: ST, scala tympani; SV, scala
vestibuli; C, cochlea).
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Helico-spiral axis inference. The challenge is to estimate the unknown modiolar axis ẑ from the cochlear
centerline x expressed in another coordinate system.
We propose a method based on the intrinsic geometrical properties of the centerlines, more specifically
based on the locus of the centers of curvature of the
centerline.
The cochlear centerline is most frequently described as a logarithmic spiral (Cohen et al., 1996;
Xu et al., 2000; Yoo et al., 2000a,b; Baker, 2008). In
a cylindrical coordinate system (where (r̂, θ̂, ẑ) are
the local radial, circumferential and longitudinal unit
vectors) an ideal logarithmic helico-spiral can be written as:

l

x

(c)

x

(d)

Figure 5: Comparison of modality-centered anatomical coordinate system (l, a, s) and BCCS (x, y, z). (a) Left sagittal view
from posterior to anterior (a-axis) and from inferior to superior
(s-axis) and (b) its corresponding close-up view. (c) Superior
transverse view from left (l-axis) to right and from posterior
to anterior (a-axis) and (d) its corresponding close-up view.
The segmented scala tympani (blue) and the bony labyrinth
(yellow) of the patient #1 (right cochlea) are represented. The
z-axis oriented from the base to the apex of the modiolus, the
x-axis passes through the center of the round window. There is
no simple relationship (such as coplanarity) between axes and
planes from the two coordinate systems. The angle between a
and z-axes is know to be around 45◦ (Xu et al., 2000), which
is not exactly the case here.

x = ae−bθ r̂ + cθẑ

(1)

where a, b and c are positive constants. This cochlear
model, completely parameterized by θ ∈ [θ0 , θ1 ], is
close to the one given by Clark et al. (2011), discarding the piecewise definition of the radial function used
tion (Baker, 2008; van der Marel et al., 2014) or sim- to model the basal turn.
ply by setting manually two points (Poznyakovskiy
The radial and longitudinal components of x are:
et al., 2008; Verbist et al., 2009; Kjer et al., 2015).
Escudé et al. (2006) proposed maximization of dark
r(θ) = ae−bθ
(2)
pixel area using minimum intensity projection. Yoo
et al. (2000b) determined the modiolar axis using
z(θ) = cθ.
(3)
three nonlinear least square minimization based algorithms. Misalignment of the modiolar axis may
Let us consider an infinitesimal part of the curve
greatly impact the measurements and can be a cause in the cylindrical coordinate system
5

Table 1: Logarithmic helico-spiral constants for cochlear
model. The values for the constants are given by Clark et al.
(2011).

a

b

c

θ0

θ1

(mm)

(rad−1 )

(mm·rad−1 )

(rad)

(rad)

3.762

0.07546

0.1751

0

15.71

ds2 = dr2 (θ) + r2 (θ)dθ2 + dz 2 (θ)
ds2 = b2 r2 (θ)dθ2 + r2 (θ)dθ2 + c2 dθ2
ds =

p

(b2

+

1)r2 (θ)

+

c2 dθ.

c2
c2
≤
r(θ0 )2
r(θ)2
c2
≈ 2.3 × 10−2
≤
r(θ1 )2



dt̂
d dx ds̃
d2 x
= 2 =
ds
ds
ds ds̃ ds
(12)
 2
2
d2 x 2 dx
d x ds̃
dx d2 s̃
= 2γ −
= 2
+

ds̃
ds
ds̃ ds̃2
ds̃
ds̃

(4)

where κ is the curvature and n̂ is the normal unit
(5) vector. Using the approximations of γ and ,
κn̂ ≈

(6)

1
+
≈ 2
(b + 1)r2 (θ)
(7)

(13)

b2 c2

(14)

2
2
(b2 + 1) r2 (θ)

where the second term in the right-hand side equation
(∝ c2 /r4 (θ)) can be neglected, the curvature is then,

We define differential arc length ds̃ as follows,
p
(8)
ds̃ = b2 + 1r(θ)dθ

κ≈ √

Let us define the function γ and ,

b2

1
.
+ 1r(θ)

(15)

We can now approximate the following terms,
t̂
≈ −br(θ)r̂ + r(θ)θ̂ + cẑ
κ

γ=

 
d2 s̃
d ds̃
=
=
ds2
ds ds
√
b2 + 1br(θ)c2
c2
 1.
=
2 ∝ 3
r (θ)
2
(b2 + 1) r2 (θ) + c2

−r(θ)r̂ − br(θ)θ̂ + bcẑ
d2 x
=
2
ds̃
(b2 + 1)r2 (θ)

(b2 + 1)r2 (θ) + b2 c2
2
κ2 = kκn̂k ≈ 
2
2
(b2 + 1) r2 (θ)

.

√
ds̃
b2 + 1r(θ)
=p
ds
(b2 + 1)r2 (θ) + c2
 2 
c2
c
=1−
+o
≈1
2
2
2
2(b + 1)r (θ)
r (θ)

(11)

κn̂ =

We assume that c2  r(θ)2 ∀θ ∈ [θ0 , θ1 ] since, in
practice, using the values in table 1,

2.2 × 10−3 ≈

dx
dx ds̃
−br(θ)r̂ + r(θ)θ̂ + cẑ
√
γ
=
=
ds
ds̃ ds
b2 + 1r(θ)

t̂ =

(9)

(16)

n̂
≈ −r(θ)r̂ − br(θ)θ̂ + bcẑ.
(17)
κ
The evolute e of curve x is the locus of all its centers of curvature, the evolute of an logarithmic helicospiral has the parametric equation:
n̂
≈ −br(θ)θ̂ + c · (θ + b)ẑ.
(18)
κ
We propose to build a corrected evolute ec which
is a sole function of the modiolar axis enabling to
remove the circumferential dependency,

(10)

e=x+

The tangent unit vector t̂ is defined as:
6

the centerlines were extracted for the tympanic and
vestibular ducts and the cochlea.

1 n̂
b t̂
+
ec = x +
1 + b2 κ 1 + b2 κ


2b
≈c· θ+
ẑ.
1 + b2

(19) 2.5. Cochlear moving frame
In order to evaluate the internal dimensions of the
cochlea, cross-section measurements were performed
The corrected evolute estimates the modiolar axis, in radial planes (a.k.a mid-modiolar cross-sections)
aligned with ẑ, using only the intrinsic geometrical (Zrunek et al., 1980; Zrunek and Lischka, 1981; Erproperties of the cochlear centerline, the curve x i.e. ixon et al., 2009), in parallel planes such as histoits position, its local tangent and normal unit vec- logical sections (Biedron et al., 2010) and in planes
tor t̂ and n̂, its local curvature κ, and a constant normal to the centerline (Poznyakovskiy et al., 2011;
parameter b. The result is independent from the Avci et al., 2014). This last method does not induce
modality-centered coordinate system (defined in the measurement errors (e.g. the section of a circular
cylinder performed in plane not normal to the axis
axial, coronal and sagittal planes).
The parameter b is a widely studied cochlear mea- produces an ellipse).
Planes normal to the centerline can be defined in
surement, here it was set to the optimum value
found by Cohen et al. (1996) among 30 patients the Frenet-Serret moving frame (where (t̂, n̂, b̂) are
the basis vectors). This coordinate system is tra(b = 0.075 rad−1 ).
ditionally used for centerline-based cochlear modRobust Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The els (Viergever, 1978), however, its moving frame
modiolas axis is thus computed from the cochlear presents the significant drawback that the binormal
centerline as the locus of the corrected evolute. In unit vector may be ill-defined at inflection points (see
practice, discretization errors (see Appendix B for Fig. 8a). Instead, to overcome this drawback, let us
more details) and model errors (the centerline may define the vectors:
not be a perfect logarithmic spiral) cause the discrete
corrected evolute points to lie close to the modiolar
ẑ × t̂
axis but not exactly on it. Thus it is necessary to
(a)
v̂ = t̂ × û (b)
(20)
û =
estimate the line which best approximates the diskẑ × t̂k
crete corrected evolute in a robust manner in order
to cope with the presence of noise and outliers. This where ẑ is the unit vector of modiolar axis, t̂ is the
is equivalent to performing robust PCA as we are unit vector tangent to the centerline and the symlooking for the first principle component of the cloud bol × denotes the cross product. (t̂, û, v̂) defines a
of points. Robust PCA is performed using an exten- moving frame which is always well defined because
sion of the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm t̂ (and ẑ) is never degenerated (see Fig. 8b). The
called ECME (Liu and Rubin, 1995) fitting Student’s cross-sectional measurements can then be performed
t-distributions instead of Gaussian distributions. The locally in the uv-planes.
Student’s t-distribution can be interpreted as an infinite weighted sum of normal distributions with the Oriented cross-sections. Along the cochlear centersame mean and variance determined by a gamma dis- line the cross-sections of the scalae tympani and
tribution. In the Maximization step the mean and the vestibuli were acquired in the normal uv-planes. The
variance are updated by computing a weighted sum cross-sections may have problems with accuracy at
the two extremities of the centerline. Near the
of the data.
round window the cross-sections of the label “scala
In the cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z) con- vestibuli” can leak into the vestibule as well as the
structed from the BCCS (x, y, z), the radial com- cross-sections may not be perfectly defined at the
ponent r(θ) and the longitudinal component z(θ) of apical turn since both scalae are supposed to merge
7

at the apex. Potential errors are detected with the
change in the cross-sectional areas. An abrupt increase of one of the areas is indeed related to a leakage. The improper cross-sections were constrained to
vary smoothly, by imposing incorrect cross-sections
to be inside the morphological dilatation of their corFigure 7: û and v̂ can be linked to the radial r(θ) and longitudinal component z(θ) of the central paths. û is defined in the rect neighbor.
Cross-sections are fitted independently for each
xy-plane and ∠ûr̂ the angle between û and r̂, the radial unit
vector, is the complementary to the logarithmic spiral pitch normal plane with ellipses using classical principal
ψ = cot−1 (b) where b is constant for a logarithmic spiral (a.k.a.
component analysis. The major axes define the
equiangular spiral) (as in Eq. 1). ∠v̂ẑ the angle between v̂ and
widths of the ducts wST and wSV and the minor
ẑ, is the longitudinal growth rate, ∠v̂ẑ(θ) = arctan(dz/dθ).
axes define the heights of the ducts hST and hSV .
The ellipses also provide an orientation. Let us call
y
z
αST (respectively αSV ) the angle between û (i.e. the
xy-plane) and the major axis of the scala tympani
𝐛
𝐧
(respectively the scala vestibuli). The cochlear tilt
angle α is defined as the mean of αST and αSV (see
Fig. 15b). Positive values of the tilt angle mean that
locally the scala tympani is more lateral than the
x
x
scala vestibuli and conversely for negative values (to
be consistent with the profile tilt angles in (Clark
et al., 2011)).
ST
xST
lat (respectively xmod ) that represents the set of
(a)
points defining the paths along the tympanic lateral
(respectively modiolar) walls can be computed from
the tympanic centerline xST using the cross-section
y
z
measurements.

𝜓
û
𝑟

𝐯
𝐮

wST
(cos(αST )û − sin(αST )v̂)
2
(21a)
w
ST
ST
xST
(cos(αST )û − sin(αST )v̂).
(s) +
mod (s) = x
2
(21b)
ST
xST
(s) −
lat (s) = x

x

x

These values can be computed similarly on the
scala vestibuli.

(b)
Figure 8: (a) Frenet-Serret frame. The start of the first basal
turn is known to be not perfectly logarithmic (Cohen et al.,
1996) and can present inflection points. Here the normal unit
vector n̂ (blue) and the binormal unit vector b̂ (red) vary singularly, as we can see notably within first five represented moving frames. (b) New cochlear moving frame. The vectors û
(blue) and v̂ (red) vary smoothly along the centerline.

3. Results
3.1. Centerlines measurements
Table 2 shows the variability of basic measurements determined from the individual cochlear centerlines. The number of cochlear turn is statistically
8

equal to 2.57 ± 0.28 (mean and ± 1 standard deviation), the length of the cochlear centerline is equal to
24.4 mm ± 1.0. No significant correlation was found
between these two measurements (R2 = 0.39). Most
of the variability occurs at the apical turn. Fig. 9a
illustrates the arc length along the scala tympani following the central path (i.e. centerline), the lateral
or modiolar walls. A projected representation of the
automatically extracted lateral, central and modiolar
paths of a scala tympani is shown in Fig. 9b.
Fig. 10a presents the individual radial component
of the tympanic centerlines and Fig. 10b, the mean
radial component of the two scalae and their union.
In the first part of the basal turn the scala tympani
is sightly more lateral than the scala vestibuli. The
radial component after 180◦ are roughly the same following a logarithmic form. The standard deviation of
the radial component of the cochlear centerline (r(θ))
averaged over the patients and the angular coordinate
θ (between 0 and 900◦ ) is equal to 0.11 mm.
Fig. 10c demonstrates the individual longitudinal
component of the tympanic centerlines and Fig. 10d,
the mean longitudinal component of the two scalae
and their union. The standard deviation of the
cochlear longitudinal component of the cochlear centerline (z(θ)) averaged over the patients and the angular coordinate θ (between 0 and 900◦ ) is equal to
0.46 mm, which is more than four times the value
obtained for the radial component.

Table 2: Measurements determined from the individual
cochlear centerlines

patient

(22a)
(22b)

ST

SV

length

length

length

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

1

2.32

23.6

25.3

22.9

2

2.57

23.5

25.3

22.9

3

2.74

26.1

26.7

27.0

4

3.08

25.5

27.8

25.6

5

2.14

24.5

25.8

24.5

6

2.32

23.0

24.3

22.6

7

2.74

24.6

26.0

24.6

8

2.54

23.9

26.5

23.2

9

2.67

24.6

26.8

24.2

Least square minimization method vs. evolute-based.
Yoo et al. (2000b) designed two algorithms for the
estimation of the modiolar axis from centerlines. Algorithm A utilized the longitudinal variation, while
algorithm B considers the radial variation. They
claimed that the former one is more accurate and
suitable for three-dimensional data, which led us to
implement it. Algorithm A is based on nonlinear
optimization using steepest-descent algorithm and
requires five parameters (µA1 , T HA1 , µA2 , T HA1 ,
Cinit ) whose values were not all specified in the article. We performed ourselves parameters tuning in
order to get good results with the synthesized curves
designed by the authors (summarized in Table 3).
The method described in subsection 2.4 is compared with the method introduced by Yoo et al.
(2000b) using their own parametric model and angular sampling in order to perform a accurate com-

Automated vs. manual estimation. In order to compare the current method, four cochlear anatomy experts estimated the modiolar axis by manually setting
two points, several times for each temporal bones.
Let us consider the modioliar axis as a line L =
{p + sẑ|s ∈ R}, where ẑ is a unit vector. We evaluate
respectively the angle of rotation and the distance
between two axes Li and Lj using,

ẑi × ẑj
· (pj − pi ) ≥ 0
dt (Li , Lj ) =
kẑi × ẑj k

turns

cochlear

The inter- and intra-expert standard deviation
equal respectively to 10.0◦ and 8.7◦ for the angle of
rotation and 0.14 mm and 0.12 mm for the distance.
The mean angle and distance between the automatically estimated and manually defined modiolar axis
are respectively 10.2◦ and 0.28 mm. Fig. 11b shows
an example of automatic and manual axis estimation.

3.2. Modiolar axis estimation

dr (Li , Lj ) = sin−1 (kẑi × ẑj k) ∈ [0, π]

cochlear
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Figure 9: (a) Individual and mean arc length of the lateral, central and modiolar paths of the scala tympani as a function of
the angular coordinate. Lateral, central and modiolar paths of a scala tympani (patient #2) projected into the xy-plane. The
mean intensity projection of the segmentation is in the background.

the rotation error with an optimized value of Cinit
(2.8 mm) but with different initial rotation around
the x-axis (Rx ), Yoo et al. (2000b) have tested the
convexity of their objective function within a small
orientation change (-10◦ to 10◦ ), but in this study,
µCT images of the temporal bones are acquired in
random orientations.

Table 3: Parameters used to implement Yoo et al. (2000b)’s
algorithm A

parameters
values

µA1

T HA1

10−5

10−5

µA2

T HA2

Cinit

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

10−3

10−3

2.8

parison. Their centerline model is based on Fowler
et al. (1992)’s model with a logarithmic spiral and an
exponential term for the radial and the longitudinal
component of the centerline. Fig. 12 shows the model
for which the ideal axis is known.
Yoo et al. (2000b)’s method repeatedly updates the
rotation parameters and the parameter C using the
steepest-decent algorithm. The final rotation error
depends on the initialization. The parameter C is an
amplitude parameter that is used to model the longitudinal component of the helico-spiral. C depends
on the (uniform) sampling (150 vertices for a total
length of 35 mm). A criterion of convergence is that
for each sampled point i = 1, . . . , n, C needs to be
greater than difference between the adjacent longitudinal component (xi − xi−1 ) · ẑ. Fig. 13a shows
10

We evaluated the robustness of both methods by
adding Gaussian noise to the original centerline. For
every noise amplitude we generated 100 noisy centerlines and evaluated the mean rotation error. Since
Yoo et al. (2000b)’s algorithm needs to be initialized,
we used the most favorable conditions, i.e. the values
in Table 3 with the initial rotation around the x and
y-axis (Rx and Ry ) equal to 45◦ and 0◦ and different
Cinit values. Our method is run only once since it
does not depend on parameter Cinit and it uses the
Frenet-Serret formulas which are independent from
the initial coordinate system. The mean errors are
plotted in Fig. 13b.
We also estimated the distance (dt ) between the
estimated modiolar axis and the ideal one, it is equal
0.005 µm, which would represent 0.2 pixel on a µCT
image, while Yoo et al. (2000b) claimed 0 mm error.
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Figure 10: Individual and mean radial (a) and longitudinal (c) component of the tympanic centerline (ST); mean radial (b) and
longitudinal (d) component of the tympanic (ST) and vestibular (SV) central paths as a function of the angular coordinate.
The origin corresponds to the centers of the round windows.

Application to real data. Fig. 11a presents the
method applied on real patient data, while Fig. 14
expresses the influence of the estimated modiolar axis
on the radial and longitudinal components of the centerlines. With a rotation of the modiolar axis of
11.5◦ , the projected components can be significantly
different. Avci et al. (2014) defined categories of the

longitudinal component of the tympanic centerline.
Among other categories, the “rollercoaster” category
was defined as a decreasing longitudinal component
from the round window, changing to an increasing
curve between 5 and 10 mm. The “sloping” category follows an increasing curve without any significant decreasing trends, local peaks located between
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Figure 11: (a) Modiolar axis estimation from a real cochlear centerline (patient #3). A robust PCA of a multivariate Student’s
t-distribution is performed on the corrected centers of curvature. The weights are shown with the color map, the green points
are weighted more in the Student’s t-distribution whereas the red points belong to the tail of the distribution and are almost
not taken into account. (b) Automatic and manual modiolar axis estimation from a real cochlear centerline (patient #1).
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Figure 13: (a) Sensitivity of the algorithm A developed by Yoo et al. (2000b) with respect to the initial rotation Rx . (b) Noise
sensitivity of the algorithm developed in this study and algorithm A developed by Yoo et al. (2000b) with different Cinit values.

10 and 15 mm being also a feature of this category. coaster” whereas the perturbed one appears more
Following this taxonomy, the estimated projection to correspond to the “sloping” category with a peak
in Fig. 14b would have been classified as a “roller- around 10 mm.
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Figure 14: (a) Influence of the axis estimation on the centerline projected onto the modiolar axis (called longitudinal component).
The angle between the original and the modified axis is equal to 11.5◦ . (b) Longitudinal component of the cochlear centerline
as a function of the arc length. Both longitudinal components are extracted from the same cochlear centerline.

3.3. Cross-sections measurements
Fig. 15 gives a sample of 24 cross-sections (represented in the uv-planes) computed from the threedimensional segmentations.
Fig. 16 presents the mean cross-section area
(Fig. 16b), height (Fig. 16c) and width (Fig. 16d)
of the tympanic and vestibular ducts. After 360◦ the
width of the scala tympani and vestibuli tend to be
equal.
Fig. 16a presents the individual tilt angle α, the
mean angle between û and the major axes of the tympanic and vestibular scalae. Examples of the influence of the tilt angle can be appreciated in Fig. 15a,
b and c.

original cochlear model
noisy cochlear model

2
0
-2
-5

5

0
5

0
-5

4. Discussion
Figure 12: Synthetic cochlear model as defined by Yoo et al.
(2000b) with and without random Gaussian noise at three different scale (0.23 mm, 0.94 mm, 3.76 mm) with a total amplitude of 0.18 mm.

4.1. Parametrization framework
The distance along the cochlear central path s
and its angular parametrization θ are both used
in the literature. The distance can be measured
from the different centerlines (scala tympani, scala
vestibuli or the whole cochlea), which produces different parametrization (see the different final length
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Figure 16: (a) Individual and mean cochlear tilt angle α, the mean angle between û and the major axes of the tympanic and
vestibular scalae .Cross-section area (b), heights (c) and widths (d) of the tympanic and vestibular scalae. The thinner lines
represent ± 1 standard deviation.

in table 2). Depending on the extraction method chosen, the cochlear central path may be shifted closer to
the lateral (as in (Wysocki, 1999; Avci et al., 2014))
or modiolar wall which would entail again highly different parametrization (see Fig. 9a for the scala tympani). The angular coordinate on the other hand is
independent from the centerline. Therefore, as con-

cluded by Verbist et al. (2010) to allow accurate comparisons the angular parametrization should be preferred.
A significant variability is observed for the longitudinal components. The origin chosen for the coordinate system aligns all round windows but not the
apexes, whereas the apical coordinate system intro-
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Figure 15: Cross-sections (patient #3), with the scala tympani (blue) and the scala vestibuli (yellow) from the base to
the apex. Subfigure (a) illustrates a leakage of the label “scala
vestibuli” to the vestibule. Subfigure (x) illustrates the difficulty to have well defined centerlines at the apex, where both
scalae merge.

duced by Verbist et al. (2010) would have aligned all
apexes but not the round windows.
The cochlear moving frame defined in this article
allows one to easily measure the profile tilt angle. To
our knowledge this paper provides a first quantification of the tilt angle along the full centerline. Clark
et al. (2011) introduced this parameter but without
any estimation from real data. Their proposed model
captures some of the variability (Fig. 16a) but our
systematic measurements provide a new insight in
the cochlear structure. Gibson et al. (2012) measured
the rotation of the osseous spiral lamina in the hook
region. The measurements are assessed at four locations (1, 3, 5 and 7 mm distal to the round window)
along the basal turn of the cochlea. Slices of MRI
images are extracted using an oblique sagittal plane.
The acquisition of this plane called Pöschl projection
is radiologist-dependent and the rotations measured
are difficult to compare with the tilt angle.
The tilt angle measurements shows a relatively
repetitive pattern. Close to the round window, the
tilt angle is on average greater than 45◦ . Between
60 and 360◦ , the tilt angle falls around 0◦ , making
the radial component of the tympanic and vestibular
centerlines coincident. This decrease of the tilt an-

Figure 17: Comparison of measurements of the number of
cochlear turns. A normal distribution was fitted to the concatenated measurements.

gle along the basal turn matches with the prominent
rotation noted in Gibson et al. (2012)’s study which
has been performed between approximately 10 and
100◦ . After 360◦ the tilt angle turns positive before
becoming flat again at the apex.
Additionally, the cochlear moving frame allows to
deduct unambiguously the lateral and the modiolar
path from the central one.
4.2. Variability study
When the number of cochlear turns is not specifically detailed (Kawano et al., 1996; Braun et al.,
2012; Kjer et al., 2015), many authors transcribed
the mean, the standard deviation, the range and the
number of the measurements (Erixon et al., 2009;
Shin et al., 2013; Avci et al., 2014). For illustration
purposes, Fig. 17 shows sets of data values which fulfill the measures listed above (the standard deviation
was arbitrarily set to 0.14 for the data in (Erixon
et al., 2009)). A normal distribution was fit to the
concatenated data. Comparing the results of this current study with previous findings shows that, on one
hand the mean number of cochlear turn (2.58) falls
extremely close to the mode of the normal distribution (2.59), on the other hand the standard deviation
(0.28) is broader than what is found in the literature (0.11 (Kawano et al., 1996), 0.09 (Shin et al.,
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2013), 0.17 (Avci et al., 2014)). This result could be
explained by the presence of two extreme cases. Patient #5 (2.14) is close the lower end of the range
observed by Erixon et al. (2009) (2.15) and according to Jackler et al. (2009)’s classification is not malformed. Cochleae with 3 turns such as the second
outlier (3.08) were previously reported by Tian et al.
(2006).
Irrespective to the parametrization, our crosssections measurements are very similar to the ones
from Wysocki (1999) and Thorne et al. (1999), our
height measurements being also comparable with diameter measurements obtained from inscribed circles
(Biedron et al., 2010; Avci et al., 2014). Tympanic
cross-section area appears greater to the vestibular
one in the basal turn and conversely in the middle
and apical turns (as shown in Fig .16b) match with
Gulya and Steenerson (1996); Wysocki (1999)’s observations.
The radial component of the different cochlear
ducts shows low variability. In accordance with the
results from previous studies (Cohen et al., 1996;
Baker, 2008), a logarithmic spiral seems to describe
well the projected cochlear shape.
The longitudinal component of the cochlea, as described by Verbist et al. (2009), shows a pattern similar to the one in Fig. 10d, which is a decreasing slope,
changing to an increasing curve. The “proximal short
rising” described by the authors has not been observed in our mean cochlear centerline data but can
still be noticed in the mean tympanic and vestibular
centerlines. The longitudinal component of the scala
tympani was studied by Avci et al. (2014). Unlike
Avci et al. (2014) all the scala tympani showed the
same profile, which would have been classified as a
“rollercoaster” (see subsection 3.2).
Finally, despite the challenge in shape analysis at
the apex, the results of this study have the advantage
of being meaningful even after the second turn (720◦ ).

to the inter-expert variability while the translation is
greater. The variability of the manually defined axes
comes from the estimation of the apical axial point
rather than the basal axial point. The experts tend
to choose a point directly on the centerline rather
than at the hypothetical center of the helico-spiral
(see Fig. 11b). Theoretically the radius of a logarithmic spiral converges to zero but never reaches it. We
can reasonably assume these results can be explained
by a bias that occurs with the manual estimation.
Moreover we have shown an example of the influence of a rotation error of 11.5◦ (Fig. 14), which is
of the same order of magnitude as the mean angle
error between the automatically and manually estimated axis (10.2◦ ). In some cases the influence is
large enough to change the profile of the longitudinal component. For these reasons we can hypothesize
that the fact that only one class of Avci et al. (2014)’s
classification is found in this study can be explained
either by a lack of variability of our database or by
the influence of our more reproducible modiolar axis
estimation method compared with the manual one.
The comparison between the two estimation methods of the modiolar axis shows that the method of
Yoo et al. (2000b) provides a good estimate only
when the parameter Cinit is correctly estimated and
when the initialization angle is within a close range
of the true value. However, the parameter Cinit cannot be estimated easily since it depends on the curve
discretization and the initial coordinate system. Our
method on the other hand is an unbiased estimator of
the axis in the absence of noise and does not depend
on the choice of an additional extrinsic parameter
or the reference frame. Its performance in the presence of noise is fairly similar (up to 2◦ difference) to
the best estimate of Yoo et al. (2000b) and is robust
to outliers. Since our approach relies on computing
the center of curvature (Eq. B.8 in the supplementary
materials), of a noisy centerline, it could be improved
by considering scale sensitive discrete curvature computation.

4.3. Modiolar axis estimation
The comparison between manual and subsection 3.2 shows that automatically estimated axis is on
4.4. Implication for cochlear implantation
average sightly further from the axis defined by the
experts than the inter- and intra-expert standard deThe preparation and the segmentation of the huviation. More specifically, the rotation error is similar man cochlea allow us to assess with confidence mean16

ingful information for cochlear implantation and even
after the first two basal cochlear turns.
The centerlines of the scala tympani are useful to
identify the potential location of insertion trauma.
Most longitudinal components show an important
“bump” at 184.5◦ ± 80.9 (mean and ± 1 standard deviation), which matches well with the empirical position (around 180◦ ), observed by surgeons, of cochlear
trauma and basilar perforation sites (Eshraghi et al.,
2003; Wardrop et al., 2005; Nguyen et al., 2012).
In order to make the centerline projections significant, one must pay attention on how to define correctly the cochlear coordinate system.
Fig. 16a shows a distinctive tilt angle, on average
greater than 45◦ close to the round window (as in
Fig. 15b). Such a feature may make the electrode
array deviate in the scala vestibuli shortly after an
insertion through a cochleostomy. The tilt angle
may have implication for occurrence of trauma and
cochleostomy site selection (Briggs et al., 2009).
Straight electrodes tend to follow the lateral wall
of the scala tympani whereas perimodiolar electrodes
are designed to follow the modiolar wall. The measure of the lateral, central and modiolar arc lengths
(Fig. 9a) could provide, as in (Escudé et al., 2006), information about ideal electrode array length according to the type of electrode and the desired insertion
depth.
The height of the scala tympani was measured as
the minor axis of the cross-sections, it is also comparable with the diameter of the inscribed circle (subsection 4.2). The results are independent from the
cross-section plane orientation. It provides an upper
limit for the dimension of an electrode array. We
showed (Fig. 16c) that it is of primary importance to
have an electrode diameter smaller than 0.5 mm in
order to be atraumatic after 360◦ .
5. Conclusion

other algorithm from the literature and finally applied on segmented images of nine temporal bones.
Objective geometrical measurement were performed
on the tympanic and vestibular duct segmentations
assessing, among others, the radial and longitudinal components of the lateral, central and modiolar paths. Cross-section measurements were estimated within a new non-ambiguous moving frame.
Close to the round window, the cross-section tilt angle shows an important feature for insertion trauma
comprehension. This study was meant to be reproducible and suitable for a larger database in order
to improve significantly the knowledge of the cochlea
shape variability. Finally, this study could provide
the key measurements to validate a parametric shape
model of the cochlea and its inner structures. This
model could be used to provide prior anatomical information required for analyzing clinical CT images.
Indeed due to spatial resolution limitation, conventional CT images alone cannot provide enough fine
information about anatomical structures relevant for
cochlear implantation (Shin et al., 2013). Specifically
the basilar membrane that delimits the scala tympani
is nearly invisible with clinically available imaging
techniques. Based on the presented results, further
studies will analyzed the human cochlear shape variability from large CT image databases.
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We designed an automated method for the cochlear
centerline extraction given a segmented cochlea image. A robust method for modiolar axis estimation was developed, validated on a synthetic cochlear
model, compared with manual estimation and an17
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